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After the 2008 financial crisis, China will accelerate the transformation of 
development mode to promote industrial structural adjustment with an 
unprecedented  attention, for which professional intellectual support is essential. As 
an important component of modern service industry, consulting industry has the 
superiority of high intensity of intelligence factor, high output, high added value, low 
resource consumption and little environmental pollution, which would plays a very 
important role in promoting social and economic development in the future. Market 
demand for intelligence consulting offered the group precious development 
opportunity. Along with the international consulting industry giants entered into 
China, our domestic consulting industry faced a huge pressure of competition from 
foreign companies with foreign advanced consulting ideas and methods. 
Comprehensive consulting company is different from other consulting company 
diversified market business model with investment consulting, bidding, government 
procurement. To pursuit a healthy and rapid development, China’s consulting 
industry must plan earlier, and make the development strategy clear, seize the 
opportunity, overcome their own defects and shortcomings, and constantly adjust 
itself to adapt to the market. Because of a government background, volume of larger 
scale, the consulting industry with pluralistic structure in China has special and 
important place. 
Based on what mentioned above, this article make a strategic research of the 
pluralistic structure of consulting industry on the group's development with CIIC as 
an example. This paper is divided into six parts. The first chapter is the introduction, 
which introduced the background, purpose, significance and research method; 
second chapter is the present situation of the group development, introduced the 
history, present situation and the problem that exists in group development in detail; 
third chapter is the analysis of consulting service industry environment, which is the 
basis for the development strategy of the group, and it’s guiding significance to 













analysis of the group, mainly analyses the finance status and dominant industry 
value chain, reflect the operation of the group; the fifth chapter is the strategic choice 
of the group, proposed the strategic development target and strategy implementation 
measures; the last chapter is the conclusion, summarizes the research results, review 
the problems and deficiencies of the research. And researching the direction of 
promoting the development of China's pluralistic structure consulting industry we 
have to do. 
In this paper, the analysis of the industry macro environment, external 
opportunities and threats, internal advantage and inferior is emphasized. Through 
SWOT analysis, the paper establishes group development strategy, guiding the group 
to adjust the industry structure, strategic positioning, supply a clear thinking for the 
future development, and pointing out the development direction. According to this 
research, the CIIC should stabilize the original investment consult and procurement 
business, and then radiating, extending to the deep field of consulting industry, 
provide quality services for all levels of government departments, enterprises and 
institutions and the social various types of investors , achieve diversification, strive 
to become the competitive comprehensive consulting industry group both in 
domestic and foreign.  
At the same time, this study suggests that, Compared with comprehensive 
consulting agencies ， because the CIIC are having a certain similarity on 
establishment background, development process, main industry, problems and 
difficulties. Therefore, the results of this study has certain positive meaning to 
discuss our country comprehensive consulting agencies. 
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第一章  前言 
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19 世纪 90 年代由美国建筑师梅斯丁（MESTIN）成立的一个土木工程协会，独
立承担从土木工程建设中分离出来的技术业务咨询。 
二是合伙咨询时期。20 世纪，个体咨询已从土木工程拓展到工业、农业、

































































































































咨询协会于 1996 年正式成为 FIDIC 会员。2001 年 FIDIC 与清华大学和中咨协
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